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Abbreviations and acronyms in this document: 

CEN European standards organization 

EN European standard 

EPBD Energy Performance of Buildings Directive  

EPB standard  Standard for the calculation of energy performance of buildings, that 
complies with the requirements given in ISO 52000-1, CEN/TS 16628 
and CEN/TS 16629 or later updates 

ISO International organization for standardization 

MFH Multi Family House 

MS EU Member State(s) 

NA (/ND) National Annex or National Datasheet for EPB standards 

NSB National Standards Body of CEN and/or ISO 

OFF Office building 

RER Renewable energy ratio 

SFH Single Family House 

TR Technical report (of CEN and/or ISO) 
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1 Introduction 

This document is the report of the case study on a sample multi-family house to show how the energy 
performance can be calculated with the new (CEN and ISO) EPB standards. 

This case study uses several key modules one at a time using the demo excel files. Generally, results are 
copy pasted manually from one module to the other. 

The focus is on the consistency, ease of use and sensitivity of the calculation method. 

2 Executive summary 

This case study demonstrates the complete calculation of the energy performance of an entire multi-
family building with 16 apartments and the related technical systems using the (CEN and ISO) EPB 
standards. The objective is to demonstrate that the connections between modules work so that it is 
possible to perform a complete energy performance calculation with the set of EPB standards. Some 
variants are also tested to cover the most likely cases coherently with the type of building. This is to check 
that the system works not only for a single case but for foreseeable configurations of building and 
technical systems and that the needed modules are available. 

This check is repeated for three typical buildings in three separate case studies. This case study is about 
a multi-family house. 

Two base cases have been selected: 

• an existing Multi-family house (MFH), typically 20 to 30 years old that has not yet undergone a deep 
renovation; 

• a new building.  

The energy performance of the existing building has been calculated at first for three typical climates, 
taking into account a building envelope insulation level in accordance with the climate. The basic system 
configuration is the same for all three climates: centralised heating and domestic hot water systems,  
radiators, non-condensing boiler, domestic hot water production with storage, natural ventilation, no 
cooling system. This first run allowed to check that results are consistent with the hypothesis (there is 
plenty of experience on these configurations). 

A comparison has been done with the calculation per zone. The global result for the needs is similar but 
there are sensible differences between apartments, as it can be expected due to orientation (south versus 
north) and positioning of flats (ground floor, intermediate floor and last floor). This is relevant in 
connection with the use of energy performance calculation for EPCs  

Then some likely renovations have been tested. 

• Thermal solar has been added with average climate. Correctly, the energy performance was 
improved thanks to the thermal solar covering more than half of the domestic hot water needs. 

• Thermal solar and PV have been added, with warm climate. This checked the limit in the use of 
thermal solar and showed that PV cannot contribute significantly to electric energy use since there 

are little electricity uses and kexp = 0 1. 

• On the previous configuration, cooling was added, which is another common upgrade in a warm 
climate context (and now also in average climate).  The cooling was mostly covered by the PV, even 
with kexp = 0. 

 

1 kexp is an important parameter for weighting the energy exported from the building site. For more information, 
see case studies and short videos on EN ISO 52000-1. 
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• On the previous configuration, kexp was set to 1. This checked once more the strong effect of this 
choice about the evaluation of exported energy. 

The energy performance of the typical new building has been calculated for three typical climates, again 
taking into account a building envelope insulation level in accordance with the climate. The basic system 
configuration is the same for all three climates: floor heating, heat pump for heating and domestic hot 
water, domestic hot water production with storage, mechanical ventilation with heat recovery, cooling 
system.  

This first run was without PV. Then PV was added and the new performance calculated for average 
climate, with both kexp=0 and kexp=1. 

The case study confirmed that the EPB standards (modules) work together and the various building and 
technical systems configuration can be calculated: the method is functional and complete. 

Concerning usability, the hourly method increases the calculation load on the computer but it does not 
require a higher effort on the assessor, since the description of building and systems is not significantly 
changing depending on the calculation interval. Setting the whole to work hourly requires some care in 
defining some details like use profiles, comfort requirement schedule, system operation schedule. Once 
solved, the assessor is left with just the choice between schedules linked to the space category and the 
type of system operation (which is nothing different from using monthly methods). 

The hourly calculation for the entire year was successfully done with the Excel files only. Actually, some 
marginal modules were simulated with simple alternative models, due to the limited availability of time 
and the large number of calculations required. This indeed confirms that the Excel can be used to prepare 
and document reference cases to test software for productive use based on the same standards.  

3 The context of the case study 

The new set of (CEN and ISO) EPB standards have been published in the years 2017…2018. This revision 
supports the hourly calculation interval.  

This case study demonstrates how to perform the entire calculation for some representative 
configurations of a single-family house.  

The productive use of the set of EPB standards would require a professional software, just like any other 
method currently in use.  This case study uses the demo Excel of the single modules, with some 
enhancements, to demonstrate that it is possible, it gives consistent and useful results and it doesn’t 
require unreasonable effort for a standard calculation.  

4 Coverage of the scope 

4.1 Introduction 

The scope is covered if  

• technologies that are likely to be included in the building and technical systems; 

• possible installation configurations; 

• required performance indicators; 

• calculation interval; 

are covered. 

Two representative base cases are defined: 

• existing multi-family house 
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• new multi-family house 

Some variants on these base cases are explored to cover the most likely configurations. 

4.2 Coverage of technologies 

The set of EPB standards cover all the most popular technologies on the market, for new and existing 
buildings. The technologies tested in this case study include: 

• condensing boilers; 

• heat pumps; 

• thermal solar; 

• photovoltaic. 

4.3 Single zone versus multi-zone calculation 

The calculation is performed for one case with multi-zone to show the potential differences between 
building units within one building. 

Further examples and variant are performed with a single zone calculation only, considering the whole 
building as one single thermal zone. 

4.4 Coverage of installation configurations 

The set of EPB standards have a modular structure that is designed to adapt to the actual installation 
configuration.  

The concept of modularity has both the goal to adapt to virtually any configuration and to allow a 
progressive use of the new modules. 

Coverage of more complex installation with a ventilation and air conditioning system, including an air 
handling unit, will be the topic of the case study on office building. 

4.5 Coverage of performance indicators 

The calculated performance indicators include: 

• global performance indicators, such as primary energy, CO2 emissions, etc.   

• partial performance indicators, such as system efficiencies, average transmittance, etc. 

4.6 Coverage of calculation intervals 

The case study is focused on hourly calculation. 

5 Definition of the cases 

5.1 Rationale of the selection of cases 

The selection of cases shall cover: 

• the different climates; 

• the level of insulation of the building; 

• the technical systems technologies. 

The intent is not to test all possible technologies with all examples but to use likely technologies at least 
once, in the context where they are most likely to be used.  
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As an example, heat pump technology for heating will be considered only for insulated buildings. This is 
indeed a practical pre-requisite for their use. 

5.2 Types of building envelope 

The following types of buildings envelope have been considered 

• existing building, with poor or moderate insulation (20…30 years old); 

• new building with passive house or nearly zero energy building (NZEB) insulation level. 

The insulation level is correlated to the climate. 

5.3 Selected cases and variants 

5.3.1 Case 1: Existing building 

5.3.1.1 Base case 

The base case is the multi-family house (MFH) defined in the preparatory work. It is a block of 16 
apartments having the following size: 

• total net floor area:  1326 m² 

• total net volume:  3483 m³ 

• total gross volume:  4620 m³ 

• heat loss area:  1807 m² 

• shape factor:  0,39 m-1 

Each apartment consists of two bedrooms, a living room with cooking and a bathroom. The net floor area 
is 76,6 (A and B) or 73,6 m² (C and D). 

For the sake of simplification, the central stairs and technical area has been considered as a 17th zone 
(“common areas”) and included pro-rata into the heated space of the building units. 

Shape, size and layout of the sample multi-family building are summarised in figures 1 to 3. 

 

Figure 1 - Multi-family house, front view (entrance) 
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Figure 2 - Multi-family house, rear view 

 

Figure 3 - Multi-family house, typical layout of a floor with the 4 apartments 

The front view faces south. Apartments C and D are on the south, A and B on the northern half of the 
building. 

Both the useful floor area and the reference area are assumed to be the net floor area for this case study.  

An insulation level that was likely 20…30 years ago is assumed, see table 1. 
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Table 1: Assumed U-value of building elements for the existing building 

Building element Cold climate Average climate Warm climate 

Walls  0,60 W/m²K 0,80 W/m²K 1,20 W/m²K 

Roof 0,40 W/m²K 0,60 W/m²K 0,60 W/m²K 

Windows 1,40 W/m²K 1,80 W/m²K 2,60 W/m²K 

Floor 0,80 W/m²K 1,20 W/m²K 1,20 W/m²K 

Domestic hot water needs are calculated with the default values in annex B to EN 12831-3. 

Technical systems configuration: 

• Heating: radiators, thermostatic valves, internal two pipes distribution, standard boiler; 

• Domestic hot water: 1000 liters domestic hot water storage heated by the standard boiler; 

• Ventilation: natural ventilation, air exchange rate 0,60 h-1; 

• Cooling: local split air conditioners, only for warm climate; 

• Humidification and dehumidification: none 

5.3.1.2 Variant 1: climate 

The calculation is repeated for the 3 typical climates defined in the preparatory work: 

• Cold climate:  Oslo 

• Average climate:  Strasbourg 

• Warm climate:  Athens 

5.3.1.3 Variant 2: thermal solar 

Thermal solar is added for domestic hot water only, with the following properties: 

• n°12 to 16 (depending on climate) flat plane collectors with aperture area 2,3 m² each 

• default values for the collector properties 

• domestic hot water storage increased to 2500 l 

• orientation is south with 45° tilt angle 

5.3.1.4 Variant 3: PV 

PV is added with the following properties: 

• peak power: 20 kW 

• orientation: south with 45° tilt angle 

Default data for polycrystalline panels. 

5.3.2 Case 2: New building 

5.3.2.1 Base case 

The description is the same as for the existing building with the following variants. 
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Table 2: Assumed U-value of building elements for the new building 

Building element Cold climate Average climate Warm climate 

Walls  0,15 W/m²K 0,20 W/m²K 0,30 W/m²K 

Roof 0,10 W/m²K 0,15 W/m²K 0,20 W/m²K 

Windows 1,00 W/m²K 1,20 W/m²K 1,40 W/m²K 

Floor 0,20 W/m²K 0,30 W/m²K 0,60 W/m²K 

Technical systems configuration. 

• Heating: floor heating, room thermostats, internal distribution, air to water heat pump. 

• Domestic hot water: domestic hot water storage heated by the same heat pump. 

• Ventilation: mechanical ventilation with heat recovery, air exchange rate 0,60 h-1. 

• Cooling: cooling on average and warm climate, using floor panels. 

• Humidification and dehumidification: none. 

5.3.2.2 Variant 1: climate  

The calculation is repeated for the 3 typical climates defined in the preparatory work: 

• Cold climate:  Oslo 

• Average climate:  Strasbourg 

• Warm climate:  Athens 

5.3.2.3 Variant 2 PV 

PV is added with the following properties: 

• peak power:  20 kW 

• orientation:  south with 45° tilt angle 

Default data for polycrystalline panels. 

5.3.3 Calculation cases summary 

The resulting list of calculation cases is given in the following table 3. 
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Table 3: List of considered cases and variants 

Cases and variants Building Climate 
Thermal 

solar 
PV Cooling 

MFH-E-AVG Existing Average NO NO NO 

MFH-E-AVG-TS Existing Average YES NO NO 

MFH-E-CLD Existing Cold NO NO NO 

MFH-E-WRM Existing Warm NO NO NO 

MFH-E-WRM-TS Existing Warm YES NO NO 

MFH-E-WRM-TS-PV Existing Warm YES YES YES 

MFH-N-AVG NEW Average NO NO YES 

MFH-N-AVG-PV NEW Average NO YES YES 

MFH-N-CLD NEW Cold NO NO NO 

MFH-N-CLD-PV NEW Cold NO YES NO 

MFH-N-WRM NEW Warm NO NO YES 

MFH-N-WRM-PV NEW Warm NO YES YES 

The cases and variants are identified with a code which is built in the following way: 

MFH-X-CLI-VRn 

where  

• MFH means single family house 

• X can be: 

• E for existing building 

• N for new building 

• CLI is the climate code 

• AVG for average climate 

• CLD for cold climate 

• WRM for warm climate 

• VRn are the variants, which can be: 

• TS for thermal solar 

• PV for photovoltaic 

The complete list of the calculation files is given in annex A. 

6 Calculation details 

6.1 Calculation chain 

6.1.1 General 

The following set of spreadsheets has been used: 

• Climatic data: EN ISO 52010-1, TMY for Strasbourg, Athens and Oslo 

• Conditions of use: EN 16798-1 

• Domestic hot water needs: EN 12831-3 

• Hourly heating and cooling needs or summer indoor temperature: EN ISO 52016-1 

• Heating and domestic hot water, general part: EN 15316-1, with simplified models for emission and 
distribution 
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• Domestic hot water storage: EN 15316-5 

• Thermal solar: EN 15316-4-3, hourly method for thermal solar coupled with storage EN 15316-5 

• Photovoltaic: EN 15316-4-3, hourly method for PV  

• Boiler: EN 15316-4-1 

• Heat pump: EN 15316-4-2 

• Cooling emission losses: emission losses have been calculated with decreased temperature set, 
according to EN 15316-2 

• Cooling generation: EN 16798-13  

• Ventilation and heat recovery: EN 16798-5-1 

• Weighted energy: EN ISO 52000-1 

Simplified models were used only for marginal modules. 

Data transfer between modules has been done manually. 

The whole sequence of files for each variant is saved in one individual folder. 

See annex A for the complete list of the files. 

6.1.2 Domestic hot water needs - EN 12831-3 

The default draw-off temperature is 42 °C (EN 12831-3, Table B.6).  

The average daily domestic hot water needs are calculated according to EN 12831-3, average value for 
table B.5. 

The cold water temperature is assumed equal to the yearly average of the outdoor temperature. The 
resulting volume needs is 160 l/day of domestic hot water at 42 °C for each apartment. 

The energy needs depend on climate as shown in table 4. 

Table 4: Domestic hot water needs 

Description Cold climate Average climate Warm climate 

Cold water temperature 6,1 °C 11,2 °C 17,8 °C 

Daily domestic hot water: 
volume needed at 42 °C 

2560 l/day 

Daily domestic hot water: 
energy needs  

107 kWh/day 91 kWh/day 72 kWh/day 

Yearly domestic hot 
water needs, total 

38.912 kWh/yr 33.384 kWh/yr 26.320 kWh/yr 

Yearly domestic hot 
water needs, specific 

29,3 kWh/m² yr 25,2 kWh/m² yr 19,8 kWh/m² yr 

There is no default tapping pattern defined for a multifamily house in the set of EPB standards. To avoid 
excessive and unrealistic peaks, the overall tapping pattern for the building has been determined by 
summing: 

• 8 synchronous XL tapping patterns; 

• 4 XL tapping patterns with 1 hour delay; 

• 4 XL tapping patterns with 1 hour anticipation. 

The resulting tapping pattern for the whole building is shown in figure 4. 
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Figure 4 – Resulting tapping pattern for the whole building 

Figure 5 illustrates the required input for one apartment. 

 

 

Figure 5 – Data input interface for EN 12831-3  

6.1.3 Use profiles  

Use profiles are taken from EN 16798-1, default profile for apartments, comfort category II. 
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Hour of the day

Load profile for MFH-XL

Workday Saturday Holiday

Operating conditions data

Delivery water temperature ϑW,draw °C 42,0

Cold water temperature ϑW,c °C 11,2

Constants and physical data

Water density ρW kg/m³ 1.000

Water specific heat cW kWh/kg K 0,00116

Calculation method selection

Volume based on type of building

Volume based on type of building

Floor area of dwelling A m² 76,61

Calculation method of water volume

Volume need per equivalent adult

l/p day 55

Reference hot water temperature θW;h;ref °C 60,0

Reference cold water temperature θW;c;ref °C 13,5

Dwelling , single family

single family dwellings  AVG

Use table B.5
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Figure 6 – Hourly profiles for apartments– week-day 

 

Figure 7 – Hourly profiles for apartments – week-end and holidays 

The following operating conditions are assumed, according to comfort category II defined in EN 16798-1 
annex B: 

• Heating: continuous operation, set-point 20 °C 

• Cooling (when available): continuous operation, set-point 26 °C 

• Ventilation: air exchange rate 0,6 h-1. 

Other relevant base operating conditions are summarised the following figure 7 

 

Figure 8 – Reference values for operating conditions according to EN 16798-1 – Annex B 

The profile is generally plausible.  
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NOTE:  The default ventilation flow rate for category II, which assumes an air exchange rate of 0,6 h -1 is rather 
high for natural ventilation. Values in the range 0,3…0,4 h-1 are more probable as an average value for 
energy performance calculation. 

See case study on EN 16798-1 for further details. 

6.1.4 Climatic data – EN ISO 52010-1 

Climatic data are calculated with EN ISO 52010-1 module, using data from the JRC data-base. 

Figure 9 shows the outdoor temperature for the typical year taken from JRC data-base 

 

Figure 9 – Outdoor temperature for typical year taken from JRC data-base 

See preparatory work document for further details. 

6.1.5 Heating and cooling needs – EN ISO 52016-1 

An enhanced version of the spreadsheet about EN ISO 52016-1 has been used for the case study.  

The spreadsheet has been used without direct coupling with other sheets. When needed (mechanical 
ventilation with heat recovery), the interacting spreadsheets have been run several times. The saved 
version is the result after stabilisation. 

For more details about this spreadsheet, see the case study about EN ISO 52016-1. 

The input parameters have been organised in a set of supporting file: 

• Climatic data:  
ISO_52010-1_TMY_[Location]_8_planes.xlsx (*) 

• Building description and operating conditions:  
ISO_52016-1_SFH_[Case descriptor]_DESC.xlsx (**) 

(*) [Location] may be Strasbourg, Athens or Oslo for the 3 climates 

(**) [Case_descriptor] is shown in table 3. 

Detailed results can be found in the “Graph” sheet of the respective calculation spreadsheet. 
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The data input consists of the geometrical description of the building and relevant properties of building 
elements, just like any current method according to EN ISO 52016-1 (or its predecessor EN ISO 13790), 
monthly or hourly. 

The spreadsheet uses a simplified version of the input of the building envelope, due to interface and 
calculation complexity limitations in Excel. The simplification concerns specifically the shading factors, 
which have an important influence on solar gains. Accuracy in the evaluation of the shadings is crucial for 
the calculation of well insulated buildings. This issue is mostly geometrical and is the same for the 
monthly and the hourly method. The version of the spreadsheet used for EN ISO 52016-1 (that available 
when running the calculations for the case study) uses constant shading coefficients. The average shading 
coefficients have been calibrated by comparison with results obtained with a commercial software using 
EN ISO 520016-1 hourly calculation method for the needs. For further information see the case study on 
“EN ISO 52016-1, Annex F, Solar shading reduction factors”. 

6.1.6 Heating and domestic hot water general 

The demo spreadsheet on EN 15316-1 was used, primarily to calculate operating conditions and to 
replace the calculation of selected sub-systems with simplified modules. 

The specific input required for the calculation of operating conditions is shown in figures 10 and 11 for 
the existing building case. 

 

 

Figure 10 – Product technical data for heat emitters 

The product technical data is the type of emitters and their rated power, as well as the power, nominal 
temperature difference of the generator. If not known, the rated power can be assumed equal to the heat 
load, which is easily calculated from the data input for the heating need calculation. A default value can 
be readily proposed by any software. Only in special cases, heat emitters may be intentionally oversized 
to reduce operating temperature. 

 

 

Figure 11 – Process design data sample 

Figure 11 provides a sample of the required input data about process design, that is : 

• the type of emitter control (room temperature control); 

Heating 

service area 

1

Emitters nominal power of 

service area i
ϕH;em;nom;sah,i  kW 50

Type of emitters in service 

area i
Radiator

Circuit type, GEN i Type 2 - Independent flow

Generator i nominal power ϕX;gen;n  kW 80

Generator i nominal Δθ Δθ X;gen;n °C 20

Description Symbol Unit Heating service area 1

Floor area Asah;1 m² 1326

Is service area operational? YES

Emitter power control type Type 2 - Variable flow

Flow temperature control type
Type 2 - Based on outdoor 

temperature

Generator i: flow control ? 0/1 0
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• the type of control of water flow temperature. 

The remaining data are default data depending on the previous choices that may need to be changed only 
for very special configurations. An example of such data is provided in figure 12 and 13. 

 

Figure 12 – Typical default data depending on emitter type 

 

Figure 13 – Typical default data depending on temperature control type 

This input and the consequent calculation are crucial for a correct determination of distribution and 
generation performance. See the case studies on EN 15316-4-2 (heat pump) and EN 15316-1 (heating 
and domestic hot water system general part, this standard) for more information. 

6.1.7 Domestic hot water storage: EN 15316-5 

The calculation of the storage was performed using the updated version of EN 15316-5 currently 
undergoing public enquiry. 

The required input data set is quite simple since it comprises data available on the product fiche (volume 
and stand-by heat loss coefficient) and the remaining data can be quickly estimated according to other 
available data. As an example, the heat exchanger heat exchange coefficient can be simply estimated 
based on the surface area of the heat exchanger (it is given in the product data sheet or it can be estimated 
based on the volume of the storage and common practice) and a heat exchange coefficient of 500 W/m²K.  

The data interface for this spreadsheet is shown in figure 14. 

Emitters 

nominal

Δϑ air

Emitters 

exponent n

Emitters 

nominal

Δϑ water

°C °C

Radiator 50 1,3 20

Floor heating 15 1,1 5

Fan-coil 25 1 10

Special option 1 30 1,2 10

Last option 50 1,3 10

Max flow temperature SAH,i θH;em;flw;max;sah,i °C 80

Max Δθ flow / return SAH,i ΔθH;em;w;max;sah,1 °C 20

Desired return temperature SAH,i θH;em;ret;req;sahz,1 °C 20

Mixing valve for SAH,i MIX sah,i 0/1 0

Mixing valve Δθ for SAH,i ΔθH;em;mix;sahz,1 °C 2

Desired load factor with ON-OFF for SAH,i βH;em;req;sah,1 % 80

Minimum flow temperature for SAH,i θH;em;f lw;min;tz,1 °C 30
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Figure 14 – Data input for the centralized domestic hot water storage 

6.1.8 Thermal solar - EN 15316-4-3 

The calculation of the thermal solar system was performed using the hourly method of EN 15316-4-3 
coupled with EN 15316-5 (storage temperature and losses).  

The required input data set is quite simple since it comprises geometrical data (orientation and tilt) and 
data available on the product fiche. The data input is exactly the same for the hourly and monthly method. 

The data interface for this spreadsheet is shown in figure 15 and 16. 

 

Figure 15 – Product data input for the solar collectors 

 

Figure 16 – System design data for the solar collectors 

The number of solar collectors may change according to the case and variant. 

Total volume V sto;tot V_sto_tot L 1000

Fraction for layer 4 Vsto;v ol,4 l 500

Fraction for layer 3 Vsto;v ol,3 l 480

Fraction for layer 2 Vsto;v ol,2 l 10

Fraction for layer 1 Vsto;v ol,1 l 10

Default stand-by losses coefficient H sto;ls;def W/K 5,06

Product stand-by losses coefficient W/K 5,00

1 Default value

H sto;ls H_sto_ls W/K 5,06

Stand-by losses correction factor f sto;dis;ls f_sto_dis_ls - 1

Set temperature ϑ sto;set;of f ;bu theta_sto_set_on °C 60

Set temperature for back-up heater ON ϑ sto;set;on;bu theta_sto_set_on_bu °C 50

Heat exchanger - lower connection H sto;H;exh;vol;1 H_sto_H_exh_vol_1 W/K 3000

Your choice for stand-by losses 

coefficient

Product technical input data list

Collector module reference area Asol;mod m² 2,51

Peak collector efficiency η0 p.u. 0,741 Product data

First order heat loss coefficient a1 W/m²K 3,491 Product data

Second order heat loss coefficient a2 W/m²K² 0,015 Product data

Hemispherical incidence angle modifier Khem (50°) p.u. 0,94 Default data

Mass flow rate collector loop per m2 ṁcol,h kg/s m² 0,02 Default data

Power of collector pump Psol;pmp W 33 Product data

Power of collector pump controller Psol;ctr W 4 Product data

Collector liquid specific contents l/m² 0,2

System design data

Location of the main part of the collector loop SOL_LOC OUT

Number of collector modules installed Ncol - 16

Tilt angle of the collector αsol;tilt ° 45

Azimuth angle of the collector αsol;ori ° 0

Mass flow rate solar loop ṁsol kg/s 0,8032

Heat losses of the solar loop supply piping Hsol;loop W/K 25,08

Air temperature in a heated room ϑi;hr °C 20

Maximum set flow temperature of collector ϑcoll;out;max °C 90

Outside the building
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The volume of the storage has been increased to 2500 liters in combinations when the solar collectors 
are available. 

The calculation also included an additional feature that should be included in the EN standard that allow 
to detect the stagnation status. This allows to identify any lock-out status and decrease in efficiency 
because of solar collector area oversizing (see warm climate case), storage volume under-sizing or 
unfavorable tapping pattern. 

 

6.1.9 Photovoltaic - EN 15316-4-3 

The calculation of the thermal solar system was performed using the hourly method of EN 15316-4-3 for 
solar panels. 

The input interface is shown in figure 17. 

 

Figure 17 – Data input for the PV solar panels 

The electricity production is proportional to the installed peak power. The productivity in the 3 reference 
locations per kW peak installed with the given orientation and tilt is the following: 

• Athens 1.513 kWh/kW 

• Strasbourg 1.015 kWh/kW 

• Oslo 886 kWh/kW 

It has to be noted that the hourly calculation also provides the hourly distribution of this generation so 
that the match with electricity use can be verified. 

The possible optimisation of orientation and tilt has not been explored in this case study.  

 

6.1.10 Boiler - EN 15316-4-1 

The calculation of the boiler was performed using the hourly method of EN 15316-4-1. 

The data input consists of product data that are given in the product fiche according to ERP regulation, 
as shown in figure 18. 

Area of PV module Apv;mod m2 1,63

Number of PV module Npv;mod - 82

Azimuth angle of PV modules α ° 0

Tilt angle of the PV modules β ° 45

Total area of PV modules 133,4

Peak power P pk kW 20,0
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Figure 18 – Data input for the boiler – Standard boiler 

The method also uses some default parameters, such as the fraction of recovered losses, which are 
identified based on qualitative information about the installation (boiler location and similar). 

6.1.11 Heat pump - EN 15316-4-2 

The calculation of the heat pump was performed using the hourly method of EN 15316-4-2, according to 
the last draft version sent to public enquiry in CEN/TC 228. The calculation is performed according to 
path A and data declared according to EN 14511. 

Figures 18 and 19 summarize the basic data input for the heat pump. 

 

Figure 19 – Full load power output 

Generator output at full load P n kW 80

Generator output at intermediate load P int kW 24

Generator efficiency at full load η gen;Pn - 0,89

Generator efficiency at intermediate load η gen;Pint - 0,87

Generator efficiency at full load - return water temperature 60° * η gen;Pn;60 - 0,00

Generator efficiency at full load - return water temperature 30° * η gen;Pn;30 - 0,00

Stand-by heat losses as a function of generator power output f gen;ls;P0 - 0,01

Auxiliary energy at full load P aux;Pn kW 0,37

Auxiliary energy at intermediate load P aux;Pint kW 0,12

Auxiliary energy at stand-by load P aux;P0 kW 0,02
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Figure 20 – COP at full load  

The size of the heat pump has been adapted by multiplying by a constant factor all data concerning power 
output, input and auxiliaries. 

See clause 6.3.2 of the case study about EN 15316-4-2 (heat pumps) for a detailed description of the input 
data. 

6.1.12 Cooling generation - EN 16798-13 

The calculation of the cooling generation was performed using the hourly method of EN 16798-13. 

The data input consists of the nominal power and EER in 4 operating conditions declared in the product 
fiche, as shown in figure 21. 

 

Figure 21 – Data input for the cooling generation  

The nominal thermal power has been adapted according to the size of the heat pump. 

The method also uses other parameters, such as the part load factor and the evaporator and condenser 
temperature in the four test points, which are standardized values for the testing conditions A to D. Data 
on a fifth point can be added or estimated. 

6.1.13 Ventilation and heat recovery - EN 16798-5-1 

The calculation of the mechanical ventilation (only for the new building case) was performed using the 
hourly method of EN 16798-5-1. The supply and extraction flow rate is assumed to be known and 
constant. Also the ducts and the ventilation unit are assumed to be located inside the conditioned space. 

The configuration of the ventilation unit for the new multifamily  building has been set as shown in figure 
22. 
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45,0 °C

55,0 °C

55,0 °C

Nominal thermal power extracted from chilled water circuit Φ C;gen;n kW 6

Energy efficiency at part load condition A EER A - 3,21

Energy efficiency at part load condition B EER B - 5,12

Energy efficiency at part load condition C EER C - 7,18

Energy efficiency at part load condition D EER D - 10,20
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Figure 22 – Mechanical ventilation configuration options 

The technical data for the heat recovery unit and fans have been input as shown in figure 23 and 24. 

 

Figure 23 – Heat recovery technical data 

 

Figure 24 – Fans technical data 

6.1.14 Weighted energy - EN ISO 52000-1 

The calculation of the weighted energy was performed using the hourly method of EN ISO 52000-1. 

Air handling unit 

localisation

Ground air 

preheating and -

cooling

localisation Heat recovery type

Supply air 

temperature 

control

Frost protection 

type

only for PLATE 

and ROT_HYG

Control of the 

volume flow rate 

Control of the frost 

protection

Control of the heat 

recovery device

System testing 

type
VERO

VERO

Free-cooling

Free-heating

Heat recovery

Maximum heat transfer power of the heat recovery device Φ hr;max kW 40,00

Design air velocity in the heat recovery unit vhr;des m/s 3,5

Limit for the exhaust air temperature after the heat recovery J EHA;hr;lim °C -5

Pressure drop of the heat recovery device in the supply and extract air 

stream at design conditions
D p SUP+ETA;des;hr Pa 50

Plate heat recovery data

Nominal heat recovery temperature efficiency at design air velocity h hr;nom - 0,8

Heat recovery efficiency reduced due to defrost operation at Je = -7°C, 

according to EN 13053:2006
eD;-7 - 0,7

Heat recovery efficiency reduced due to defrost operation at Je = -15°C, 

according to EN 13053:2006
eD;-15 - 0,4

Maximum (design) supply air flow rate of the system q V;SUP;hr;nom m3/h 2090

System head losses

Supply fan design pressure difference Dp SUP;des Pa 250

Extract fan design pressure difference Dp ETA;des Pa 220

Controlled portion of the design supply pressure difference f Dp;SUP;ctrl - 0,8

Controlled portion of the design extract pressure difference f Dp;ETA;ctrl - 0,8

Product data of fans

Nominal efficiency of the supply fan, taken from manufacturer's data, 

provided according to EN ISO 5801 
η fan;SUP;nom – 0,45

Nominal pressure difference over the supply fan, taken from 

manufacturer's data according to EN ISO 5801 
Δp fan;SUP;nom Pa 250,0
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The data input consists of the weighting factors and the kexp value2. The matching factor is not required 
because the calculation is hourly. 

The calculation was performed with the default values of the weighting factors given in annex B of EN ISO 
52000-1, as shown in figure 25. 

 

Figure 25 – Weighting factors 

The cost weighting factor is an estimate. No value is provided in annex B to EN ISO 52000-1 for the cost 
of energy carriers. 

The default value for kexp given in annex B to EN ISO 52000-1 is 1,0. In this case study, the value of kexp is 
intentionally set to 0,0 or 1,0 to demonstrate the influence of this important parameter. See case study 
on EN ISO 52000-1 for more information. 

6.2 Checking the calculation by zone 

Before calculating the technical systems, the energy needs have been calculated: 

• for each single apartment (16 zones); 

• globally for the whole building. 

The results are summarised in figures 26 to 30. 

 
2 See footnote in Chapter 2. 

fPnren fPren fPtot fCO2 fcost

kWh/kWh kWh/kWh kWh/kWh kgco2/kWh €/kWh

Natural gas 1,10 0,00 1,10 0,22 0,08

Grid delivered electricity 2,30 0,20 2,50 0,42 0,25

Grid exported electricity 2,30 0,20 2,50 0,42 0,25

Thermal solar 0,00 1,00 1,00 0,00 0,00

Photovoltaic 0,00 1,00 1,00 0,00 0,00

Environment heat 0,00 1,00 1,00 0,00 0,00
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Figure 26 – Comparison between heating needs of all the apartments, per orientation and per floor. 

 

 

Figure 27 – Comparison between heating needs of all the apartments and the average value resulting from 
the calculation for the entire building as one unique thermal zone 
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Figure 28 –Absolute value of the yearly heating needs for all apartments, per orientation and per floor 

 

 

Figure 29 –Relative value of the yearly heating needs for all apartments, per orientation and per floor 

 

 

Figure 30 –Deviation of the yearly heating needs for all apartments, per orientation and per floor with 
respect to the average 

The high differences between apartments are obviously justified by: 

• a different exposed area (S/V ration) per apartment, due to last ceiling and ground floor; 

• orientation of apartments. 

The value of the heating needs for the entire building, depending on the thermal zoning is the following: 

• sum of the value for the 16 thermal zones:  103.867 kWh 

• calculated as one single thermal zone for the whole building: 103.063 kWh 

The difference is minimal for the total results. The choice between one or several thermal zones depends 
on the purpose of the calculation: 

• if an EPC has to be issued for each building unit, a calculation per zone is required. Autonomous 
heating systems or heat cost allocation will reveal this well-known difference between apartments. 

• for the purpose of this case study, which does not need to provide values per building unit, the 
single thermal zone is adopted. 

Orientation NW NE SE SW Total Average

Ground floor 7.078 7.112 4.905 4.877 23.972 5.993

1st floor 5.944 5.977 3.910 3.885 19.716 4.929

2nd floor 5.944 5.977 3.910 3.885 19.716 4.929

3rd floor 11.205 11.396 8.947 8.915 40.464 10.116

Total 30.171 30.461 21.672 21.562 103.867

Average 7.543 7.615 5.418 5.391 6.492

Level

Energy needs kWh/yr

Orientation NW NE SE SW

Ground floor 109% 110% 76% 75%

1st floor 92% 92% 60% 60%

2nd floor 92% 92% 60% 60%

3rd floor 173% 176% 138% 137%

Level

Relative value of needs

Orientation NW NE SE SW

Ground floor 9% 10% -24% -25%

1st floor -8% -8% -40% -40%

2nd floor -8% -8% -40% -40%

3rd floor 73% 76% 38% 37%

Deviation with respect to average

Level
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6.3 Case 1 – Existing building  

6.3.1 Base case for average climate  

6.3.1.1 Description 

 

See clause 5 for the detailed description of the building and technical systems depending on the above 
case description. 

6.3.1.2 Calculation results 

 

 

 

6.3.1.3 Discussion 

This is a simple case with only delivered energy.  

Results are as expected. The energy performance is better than the corresponding single-family house 
due to the reduced exposed area. 

 

Building Type Climate Heating DHW Cooling Ventilation PV Kexp

Radiators Boiler None Natural

Boiler

Case and variant ID : MFH-E-AVG

MFH Existing Average 1,0None

PERFORMANCE SUMMARY FOR CASE MFH-E-AVG

Non renewable primary energy EPnren kWh/m² yr 111,2 kWh/yr 147.457

Renewable primary energy EPren kWh/m² yr 0,3 kWh/yr 356

Total primary energy EPtot kWh/m² yr 111,5 kWh/yr 147.813

CO2 emission CO2 kg/m² yr 22,2 kg/yr 29.420

Cost C €/m² yr 8,20 €/yr 10.871

Reference area Aref m² 1326
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6.3.2 Variant for thermal solar on average climate 

6.3.2.1 Description 

 

6.3.2.2 Calculation results 

 

 

 

 

6.3.2.3 Discussion 

Thermal solar contributes during summer but it is a limited change due to the dominance of heating. 

One collector per apartment (a total of 16) is enough to cover more than half of the domestic hot water 
needs. The solar collectors contribute with more than 22.000 kWh/yr and the boiler complements the 
domestic hot water production with 16411 kWh/yr. 

Building Type Climate Heating DHW Cooling Ventilation PV Kexp

Radiators Boiler None Natural

Boiler Solar

Case and variant ID : MFH-E-AVG-TS

MFH Existing Average 1,0None

PERFORMANCE SUMMARY FOR CASE MFH-E-AVG-TS

Non renewable primary energy EPnren kWh/m² yr 88,3 kWh/yr 117.103

Renewable primary energy EPren kWh/m² yr 17,1 kWh/yr 22.689

Total primary energy EPtot kWh/m² yr 105,4 kWh/yr 139.792

CO2 emission CO2 kg/m² yr 17,6 kg/yr 23.327

Cost C €/m² yr 6,57 €/yr 8.710

Reference area Aref m² 1326

C €
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EPtot kWh
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6.3.3 Variant for cold climate 

6.3.3.1 Description 

 

6.3.3.2 Calculation results 

 

 

6.3.3.3 Discussion 

As expected, energy use is increased with respect to average climate. 

 

Building Type Climate Heating DHW Cooling Ventilation PV Kexp

Radiators Boiler None Natural

Boiler

Case and variant ID : MFH-E-CLD

MFH Existing Cold 1,0None

PERFORMANCE SUMMARY FOR CASE MFH-E-CLD

Non renewable primary energy EPnren kWh/m² yr 138,6 kWh/yr 183.756

Renewable primary energy EPren kWh/m² yr 0,3 kWh/yr 430

Total primary energy EPtot kWh/m² yr 138,9 kWh/yr 184.186

CO2 emission CO2 kg/m² yr 27,7 kg/yr 36.665

Cost C €/m² yr 10,21 €/yr 13.542

Reference area Aref m² 1326
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6.3.4 Variant for warm climate 

6.3.4.1 Description 

 

6.3.4.2 Calculation results 

 

 

6.3.4.3 Discussion 

Nothing special occurs without cooling but the disconfort is very likely. The following figure 31 shows 
the calculated indoor temperature without cooling: the maximum is around 33 °C. 

 

Building Type Climate Heating DHW Cooling Ventilation PV Kexp

Radiators Boiler None Natural

Boiler

Case and variant ID : MFH-E-NOCOOL

MFH Existing Warm 1,0None

PERFORMANCE SUMMARY FOR CASE MFH-E-NOCOOL

Non renewable primary energy EPnren kWh/m² yr 54,8 kWh/yr 72.677

Renewable primary energy EPren kWh/m² yr 0,1 kWh/yr 192

Total primary energy EPtot kWh/m² yr 55,0 kWh/yr 72.868

CO2 emission CO2 kg/m² yr 10,9 kg/yr 14.497

Cost C €/m² yr 4,05 €/yr 5.365

Reference area Aref m² 1326
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Figure 31 – External and internal temperature for the MFH without cooling in the warm climate. 

6.3.5 Variant for thermal solar on warm climate 

6.3.5.1 Description 

 

6.3.5.2 Calculation results 
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Building Type Climate Heating DHW Cooling Ventilation PV Kexp

Radiators Boiler None Natural

Boiler Solar

Case and variant ID : MFH-E-WRM-TS-NOCOOL

MFH Existing Warm 1,0None

PERFORMANCE SUMMARY FOR CASE MFH-E-WRM-TS-NOCOOL

Non renewable primary energy EPnren kWh/m² yr 28,4 kWh/yr 37.664

Renewable primary energy EPren kWh/m² yr 19,8 kWh/yr 26.278

Total primary energy EPtot kWh/m² yr 48,2 kWh/yr 63.942

CO2 emission CO2 kg/m² yr 5,6 kg/yr 7.469

Cost C €/m² yr 2,17 €/yr 2.871

Reference area Aref m² 1326
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6.3.5.3 Discussion 

The hourly calculation demonstrated that 16 solar collectors are no use in this climate for the assumed 
domestic hot water needs. Despite the presence of only 12 collector: 

• the collector loop supplies 25.959 kWh to the domestic hot water storage; 

• the boiler supplies only 6020 kWh to the domestic hot water storage 

If two collector were installed, the stagnation would occur repeatedly with no significant benefit on 
renewable energy production. This important information cannot be extracted from a monthly method. 
Experience shows that: 

• the oversizing of solar collectors with respect to the needs; 

• the under sizing of the domestic hot water storage with respect to the installed collector surfaces; 

are two common mistakes when using solar collectors. 
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6.3.6 Variant for thermal solar and PV on warm climate 

6.3.6.1 Description 

 

6.3.6.2 Calculation results 

 

 

6.3.6.3 Discussion 

The energy performance becomes negative because the exported electricity is accounted into the energy 
performance in the building (kexp = 1) and it exceeds the building energy use. 

There is no cooling, so no electric load in summer. 

Note: the building is still heated by natural gas. 

 

Building Type Climate Heating DHW Cooling Ventilation PV Kexp

Radiators Boiler None Natural

Boiler Solar

Case and variant ID : MFH-E-WRM-TS-PV-NOCOOL

MFH Existing Warm 1,020 kW

PERFORMANCE SUMMARY FOR CASE MFH-E-WRM-TS-PV-NOCOOL

Non renewable primary energy EPnren kWh/m² yr -22,8 kWh/yr -30.258

Renewable primary energy EPren kWh/m² yr 37,6 kWh/yr 49.903

Total primary energy EPtot kWh/m² yr 14,8 kWh/yr 19.645

CO2 emission CO2 kg/m² yr -3,7 kg/yr -4.934

Cost C €/m² yr -2,76 €/yr -3.654

Reference area Aref m² 1326
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6.3.7 Variant for cooling with thermal solar and PV on warm climate 

6.3.7.1 Description 

 

6.3.7.2 Calculation results 

 

 

6.3.7.3 Discussion 

The energy performance is still negative because the exported electricity is accounted into the energy 
performance in the building (kexp = 1) and it exceeds the building energy use.  

I f kexp is set to 0, then the result is shown in the following table. 

Building Type Climate Heating DHW Cooling Ventilation PV Kexp

Radiators Boiler Air Natural

Boiler Solar Split

Case and variant ID : MFH-E-WRM-TS-PV-COOL

MFH Existing Warm 1,020 kW

PERFORMANCE SUMMARY FOR CASE MFH-E-WRM-TS-PV-COOL

Non renewable primary energy EPnren kWh/m² yr -4,7 kWh/yr -6.170

Renewable primary energy EPren kWh/m² yr 39,2 kWh/yr 51.997

Total primary energy EPtot kWh/m² yr 34,6 kWh/yr 45.827

CO2 emission CO2 kg/m² yr -0,4 kg/yr -535

Cost C €/m² yr -0,92 €/yr -1.224

Reference area Aref m² 1326
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Performance details for case MFH-E-WRM-TS-PV-COOL
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6.3.8 Variant for cooling with thermal solar and PV on warm climate 

6.3.8.1 Description 

 

6.3.8.2 Calculation results 

 

 

6.3.8.3 Discussion 

The energy performance becomes negative because the exported electricity is accounted into the energy 
performance in the building (kexp = 1) and it exceeds the building energy use. 

EPnren EPren EPtot CO2 C

kWh/m² yr kWh/m² yr kWh/m² yr kg/m² yr €/m² yr

MFH-E-WRM-TS-PV-NOCOOL -22,8 37,6 14,8 -3,7 -2,76

MFH-E-WRM-TS-PV-NOCOOL-K0 26,8 20,4 47,2 5,3 1,99

MFH-E-WRM-TS-PV-COOL -4,7 39,2 34,6 -0,4 -0,92

MFH-E-WRM-TS-PV-COOL-K0 34,1 25,7 59,8 6,7 2,78

CASE ID#

Building Type Climate Heating DHW Cooling Ventilation PV Kexp

Radiators Boiler None Natural

Boiler Solar

Case and variant ID : MFH-E-WRM-TS-PV-NOCOOL

MFH Existing Warm 1,020 kW

PERFORMANCE SUMMARY FOR CASE MFH-E-WRM-TS-PV-NOCOOL

Non renewable primary energy EPnren kWh/m² yr -22,8 kWh/yr -30.258

Renewable primary energy EPren kWh/m² yr 37,6 kWh/yr 49.903

Total primary energy EPtot kWh/m² yr 14,8 kWh/yr 19.645

CO2 emission CO2 kg/m² yr -3,7 kg/yr -4.934

Cost C €/m² yr -2,76 €/yr -3.654

Reference area Aref m² 1326
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Performance details for case MFH-E-WRM-TS-PV-NOCOOL
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6.4 Case 2: New building 

6.4.1 Base case for average climate  

6.4.1.1 Description 

 

6.4.1.2 Calculation results 

 

 

6.4.1.3 Discussion 

The renewable energy is the contribution by the heat pump and (marginally) the grid electricity. 

In summer, the base renewable energy use is linked to domestic hot water. When cooling with the heat 
pump there is no renewable energy contribution because of the interaction with the sink. 

 

Building Type Climate Heating DHW Cooling Ventilation PV Kexp

Floor HP Floor Mech.

HP HP Heat rec.

Case and variant ID : MFH-N-AVG

MFH New Average 1,0None

PERFORMANCE SUMMARY FOR CASE MFH-N-AVG

Non renewable primary energy EPnren kWh/m² yr 53,5 kWh/yr 70.969

Renewable primary energy EPren kWh/m² yr 29,4 kWh/yr 38.933

Total primary energy EPtot kWh/m² yr 82,9 kWh/yr 109.902

CO2 emission CO2 kg/m² yr 9,8 kg/yr 12.960

Cost C €/m² yr 5,82 €/yr 7.714

Reference area Aref m² 1326
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Performance details for case MFH-N-AVG
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6.4.2 Variant for average climate and PV 

6.4.2.1 Description 

 

6.4.2.2 Calculation results 

 

 

6.4.2.3 Discussion 

Over a full year, the total PV production covers most of the EPB energy uses and it is negative in a couple 
of months. If kexp is set equal to 0, then the PV electricity can only contribute when it is simultaneous with 
the EPB use. The comparison of the results without PV, with PV and with PV and kexp = 0 is given in the 
following table. 

 

 

Building Type Climate Heating DHW Cooling Ventilation PV Kexp

Floor HP Floor Mech.

HP HP Heat rec.

Case and variant ID : MFH-N-AVG-PV

MFH New Average 1,020 kW

PERFORMANCE SUMMARY FOR CASE MFH-N-AVG-PV

Non renewable primary energy EPnren kWh/m² yr 18,3 kWh/yr 24.248

Renewable primary energy EPren kWh/m² yr 41,6 kWh/yr 55.184

Total primary energy EPtot kWh/m² yr 59,9 kWh/yr 79.432

CO2 emission CO2 kg/m² yr 3,3 kg/yr 4.428

Cost C €/m² yr 2,28 €/yr 3.019

Reference area Aref m² 1326
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Performance details for case MFH-N-AVG-PV

EPnren kWh Epren kWh EPtot kWh CO2 kgco2 C €

EPnren EPren EPtot CO2 C

kWh/m² yr kWh/m² yr kWh/m² yr kg/m² yr €/m² yr

MFH-N-AVG 53,5 29,4 82,9 9,8 5,82

MFH-N-AVG-PV 18,3 41,6 59,9 3,3 2,28

MFH-N-AVG-PV-K0 40,5 33,9 74,4 7,4 4,40

CASE ID#
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6.4.3 Variant for cold climate 

6.4.3.1 Description 

 

6.4.3.2 Calculation results 

 

 

6.4.3.3 Discussion 

The continuous use of energy in summer is also related to mechanical ventilation (fans). 

Some cooling appears as well. It should be possible to avoid it with ventilative cooling in the cold climate. 
See the specific case study on natural ventilation for more information. 

Building Type Climate Heating DHW Cooling Ventilation PV Kexp

Floor HP Floor Mech.

HP HP Heat rec.

Case and variant ID : MFH-N-CLD

MFH New Cold 1,0None

PERFORMANCE SUMMARY FOR CASE MFH-N-CLD

Non renewable primary energy EPnren kWh/m² yr 66,9 kWh/yr 88.743

Renewable primary energy EPren kWh/m² yr 40,3 kWh/yr 53.378

Total primary energy EPtot kWh/m² yr 107,2 kWh/yr 142.121

CO2 emission CO2 kg/m² yr 12,2 kg/yr 16.205

Cost C €/m² yr 7,27 €/yr 9.646

Reference area Aref m² 1326

C €

Epren kWh

EPtot kWh
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Performance details for case MFH-N-CLD
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6.4.4 Variant for cold climate and PV 

6.4.4.1 Description 

 

6.4.4.2 Calculation results 

 

 

6.4.4.3 Discussion 

Over a full year, the total PV production covers most of the EPB energy uses and it is negative in a couple 
of months. If kexp is set equal to 0, then the PV electricity can only contribute when it is simultaneous with 
the EPB use. The comparison of the results without PV, with PV and with PV and kexp = 0 is given in the 
following table. 

 

 

Building Type Climate Heating DHW Cooling Ventilation PV Kexp

Floor HP Floor Mech.

HP HP Heat rec.

Case and variant ID : MFH-N-CLD-PV

MFH New Cold 1,020 kW

PERFORMANCE SUMMARY FOR CASE MFH-N-CLD-PV

Non renewable primary energy EPnren kWh/m² yr 36,2 kWh/yr 47.980

Renewable primary energy EPren kWh/m² yr 50,9 kWh/yr 67.556

Total primary energy EPtot kWh/m² yr 87,1 kWh/yr 115.537

CO2 emission CO2 kg/m² yr 6,6 kg/yr 8.762

Cost C €/m² yr 4,18 €/yr 5.545

Reference area Aref m² 1326
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Performance details for case MFH-N-CLD-PV

EPnren kWh Epren kWh EPtot kWh CO2 kgco2 C €

EPnren EPren EPtot CO2 C

kWh/m² yr kWh/m² yr kWh/m² yr kg/m² yr €/m² yr

MFH-N-CLD 66,9 40,3 107,2 12,2 7,27

MFH-N-CLD-PV 36,2 50,9 87,1 6,6 4,18

MFH-N-CLD-PV-K0 55,3 44,3 99,6 10,1 6,01

CASE ID#
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6.4.5 Variant for warm climate 

6.4.5.1 Description 

 

6.4.5.2 Calculation results 

 

 

6.4.5.3 Discussion 

With the well-insulated building, the cooling needs exceed by far the heating needs that are nearly zero. 

The cooling needs may be controlled by e.g.: 

• appropriate shadings, to limit solar gains; 

• ventilative cooling, as far as possible. 

These techniques are taken into account by the set of EPB standards, see specific case studies on this 
topic. 

 

Building Type Climate Heating DHW Cooling Ventilation PV Kexp

Floor HP Floor Mech.

HP HP Heat rec.

Case and variant ID : MFH-N-WRM

MFH New Warm 1,0None

PERFORMANCE SUMMARY FOR CASE MFH-N-WRM

Non renewable primary energy EPnren kWh/m² yr 58,4 kWh/yr 77.461

Renewable primary energy EPren kWh/m² yr 20,8 kWh/yr 27.612

Total primary energy EPtot kWh/m² yr 79,2 kWh/yr 105.073

CO2 emission CO2 kg/m² yr 10,7 kg/yr 14.145

Cost C €/m² yr 6,35 €/yr 8.420

Reference area Aref m² 1326
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Performance details for case MFH-N-WRM
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6.4.6 Variant for warm climate and PV 

6.4.6.1 Description 

 

6.4.6.2 Calculation results 

 

 

6.4.6.3 Discussion 

Over a full year, the exported PV compensates nearly all the energy for EPB uses. 

During the peak in summer, PV is not enough to satisfy all the cooling energy use. In the intermediate 
seasons there is an excess of PV production compared to EPB uses. 

If kexp is set equal to 0, then the PV electricity can only contribute when it is simultaneous with the EPB 
use. The comparison of the results without PV, with PV and with PV and kexp = 0 is given in the following 
table. 

Building Type Climate Heating DHW Cooling Ventilation PV Kexp

Floor HP Floor Mech.

HP HP Heat rec.

Case and variant ID : MFH-N-WRM-PV

MFH New Warm 1,020 kW

PERFORMANCE SUMMARY FOR CASE MFH-N-WRM-PV

Non renewable primary energy EPnren kWh/m² yr 5,9 kWh/yr 7.840

Renewable primary energy EPren kWh/m² yr 39,1 kWh/yr 51.828

Total primary energy EPtot kWh/m² yr 45,0 kWh/yr 59.668

CO2 emission CO2 kg/m² yr 1,1 kg/yr 1.432

Cost C €/m² yr 1,02 €/yr 1.357

Reference area Aref m² 1326
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Performance details for case MFH-N-WRM-PV
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EPnren EPren EPtot CO2 C

kWh/m² yr kWh/m² yr kWh/m² yr kg/m² yr €/m² yr

MFH-N-WRM 58,4 20,8 79,2 10,7 6,35

MFH-N-WRM-PV 5,9 39,1 45,0 1,1 1,02

MFH-N-WRM-PV-K0 35,1 28,9 64,0 6,4 3,81

CASE ID#
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7 Analysis  

7.1 Completeness 

The case study demonstrates that the set of EPB standards allows a calculation of the building energy 
performance: 

• starting from building elements and product properties, new and existing; 

• taking into account climatic data; 

• taking into account operation schedules and control strategies; 

• covering heating, cooling, ventilation, air conditioning, domestic hot water, lighting (not shown in 
the case study but available) 

• taking into account the interactions with supply grids and networks, also leveraging features 
allowed by an hourly calculation method 

• taking into account several possible weighting criteria (e.g. primary energy, GHG emissions). 

Only few special technologies are not covered (e.g. battery, heat pumps for simultaneous heating and 
cooling) but inclusion should be easy thanks to the modular structure. 

7.2 Functionality 

The set of EPB standards provides all the information needed to generate adequate indicators to highlight 
the features of the building (including systems); including indicators that have not been, but could have 
been extracted from the calculated values, such as needs per service and systems efficiencies 

The set of EPB standards can cover virtually any building and technical systems configuration. 

7.3 Sensitivity 

The set of EPB standards reacts correctly to all expected parameters. 

The changes in overall results are consistent with the assumed changes between cases and variants. 

See the specific case studies for an analysis of the sensitivity to situations and characteristics evaluated 
in the individual modules (such as characteristics of incorporated technologies). 

7.4 Usability 

The set of EPB standards is generally easy to use as a whole, thanks to the detailed and consistent 
specification of the inputs and outputs of each module.  

The case studies could be performed with a full hourly calculation using exclusively the demo 
spreadsheets. 
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8 Conclusions and recommendations 

Specific recommendations are given in the case studies dedicated to individual modules. 

Concerning the overall set, some more guidance and further specifications are needed about handling the 
connection between modules when dealing with complex systems.  

The spreadsheet tools used for the case studies are primarily intended to validate and demonstrate the 
individual standards in a transparent way: in the spreadsheet, each step in the calculation can be 
followed. As a result, they are not suited (but also not intended) for use in daily practice. On the other 
hand, the spreadsheet programs are very suitable for software developers to check the calculation 
algorithms in their programs. For daily practice of an EPB assessment, a software tool will be needed, 
with user-friendly interface and connecting the successive modules needed for the overall EPB 
calculation and evaluation. Consequently, guidance will also be needed to ensure the quality of these 
software tools. 
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Annex A 
 

List of calculation files 

A.1 Folders 

The set of calculation files for each variant in the case study are grouped in a separate folder named with 
the code of the variant. For small changes, only specific changing files are included. 

The names of the folders are built in the following way: 

MFH-X-CLI-OTH 

where  

• MFH means multifamily house 

• X can be: 

• E for existing building 

• N for new building 

• CLI is the climate code 

• AVG for average climate 

• CLD for cold climate 

• WRM for warm climate 

• OTH indicates other information 

• TS for thermal solar 

• PV for photovoltaic 

• COOL for cooling 

 

The resulting folder list is: 

• _MFH_Common (includes common files for domestic hot water needs and PV calculation) 

• _MFH_E-AVG_Zones (includes the files for the comparison between global calculation and zone by 
zone calculation) 

• MFH_E-AVG  

• MFH_E-AVG-TS 

• MFH_E-CLD  

• MFH_E-WRM  

• MFH_E-WRM-TS 

• MFH_E-WRM-TS-PV  

• MFH_E-WRM-TS-PV-COOL 

• MFH_N-AVG  

• MFH_N-AVG-PV 

• MFH_N-CLD  

• MFH_N-CLD-PV 

• MFH_N-WRM  
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• MFH_N-WRM-PV 

• Specific 

A.2 File name coding 

The file names are constructed in the following way. 

NNa - STANDARD_BBB_X_CLI_C_OP__OTH. 

where  

• NNa is  

• a progressive number NN identifying the calculation order 

• an optional letter a to identify the files related to cases and variants 

• STANDARD is the standard code 

• EN_12831-3 domestic hot water needs 

• EN_16798-1 Use profiles 

• ISO_52016-1 building description and heating needs calculation 

• … 

• BBB is the building type 

• SFH for Single Family house 

• MFH for Multi Family house 

• OFF for office 

• X can be: 

• E for existing building 

• N for new building 

• CLI is the climate code 

• AVG for average climate 

• CLD for cold climate 

• WRM for warm climate 

• C indicates the comfort category 

• I / II / III 

• OP indicates operation type of heating 

• CNT for continuous 

• INT for intermittent (night set back) 

• OTH indicates other information 

• TS for thermal solar 

• PV for photovoltaic 

A.3 File list 

A.3.1 General 

One file list is given here for the new and the existing building.  

The basic lists of files for different climates is the same with few obvious exceptions, such as the additional 
file for cooling generation for the warm climate. 
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A.3.2 List of common files  

These files are in the folder “_MFH_Common”. 

• 10 - EN 12831-3_MFH-App_large.xlsx 

• 10 - EN 12831-3_MFH-App_small.xlsx 

• 60 - EN15316-4-3-PV_XXX-X-YYY.xlsm 

 

A.3.3 List of files for the example with zone calculation 

These files are in the folder “_MFH_E-Thermal_Zones”. 

• 12 - EN_16798-1_MFH_EX_app_base.xlsm 

• 20 - ISO_52016-1_MFH_E-AVG-II-CNT_DESC-F0-A.xlsx 

• 20 - ISO_52016-1_MFH_E-AVG-II-CNT_DESC-F0-B.xlsx 

• 20 - ISO_52016-1_MFH_E-AVG-II-CNT_DESC-F0-C.xlsx 

• 20 - ISO_52016-1_MFH_E-AVG-II-CNT_DESC-F0-D.xlsx 

• 20 - ISO_52016-1_MFH_E-AVG-II-CNT_DESC-F1-A.xlsx 

• 20 - ISO_52016-1_MFH_E-AVG-II-CNT_DESC-F1-B.xlsx 

• 20 - ISO_52016-1_MFH_E-AVG-II-CNT_DESC-F1-C.xlsx 

• 20 - ISO_52016-1_MFH_E-AVG-II-CNT_DESC-F1-D.xlsx 

• 20 - ISO_52016-1_MFH_E-AVG-II-CNT_DESC-F3-A.xlsx 

• 20 - ISO_52016-1_MFH_E-AVG-II-CNT_DESC-F3-B.xlsx 

• 20 - ISO_52016-1_MFH_E-AVG-II-CNT_DESC-F3-C.xlsx 

• 20 - ISO_52016-1_MFH_E-AVG-II-CNT_DESC-F3-D.xlsx 

• 21 - ISO_52016-1_MFH_E-AVG-II-CNT_CALC_F0-A.xlsm 

• 21 - ISO_52016-1_MFH_E-AVG-II-CNT_CALC_F0-B.xlsm 

• 21 - ISO_52016-1_MFH_E-AVG-II-CNT_CALC_F0-C.xlsm 

• 21 - ISO_52016-1_MFH_E-AVG-II-CNT_CALC_F0-D.xlsm 

• 21 - ISO_52016-1_MFH_E-AVG-II-CNT_CALC_F1-A.xlsm 

• 21 - ISO_52016-1_MFH_E-AVG-II-CNT_CALC_F1-B.xlsm 

• 21 - ISO_52016-1_MFH_E-AVG-II-CNT_CALC_F1-C.xlsm 

• 21 - ISO_52016-1_MFH_E-AVG-II-CNT_CALC_F1-D.xlsm 

• 21 - ISO_52016-1_MFH_E-AVG-II-CNT_CALC_F3-A.xlsm 

• 21 - ISO_52016-1_MFH_E-AVG-II-CNT_CALC_F3-B.xlsm 

• 21 - ISO_52016-1_MFH_E-AVG-II-CNT_CALC_F3-C.xlsm 

• 21 - ISO_52016-1_MFH_E-AVG-II-CNT_CALC_F3-D.xlsm 

• 22 - ISO_52016-1_MFH_E-AVG-II-CNT_CALC_ALL_Collected.xlsx  

 

A.3.4 Typical list of files for the existing building 

• 00 - ISO_52010-1_TMY_Athens_8_planes.xlsx  

• 15 - EN_16798-1_MFH_E-WRM-II-CNT_HUDU-DHW.xlsm 

• 15 - EN_16798-1_MFH_E-WRM-II-CNT_HUDU.xlsm 
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• 20 - ISO_52016-1_MFH_E-WRM-II-CNT_DESC.xlsx  

• 21 - ISO_52016-1_MFH_E-WRM-II-CNT-CALC-DTinc.xlsm  

• 21 - ISO_52016-1_MFH_E-WRM-II-CNT-CALC.xlsm  

• 21 - ISO_52016-1_MFH_E-WRM-II-CNT-NOCOOL-CALC.xlsm 

• 30 - EN_15316-1_MFH-E-WRM-II-CNT-RAD.xlsm  

• 35 - EN 15316_5_MFH-E_WRM.xlsm 

• 35 - EN 15316_5_MFH-X_WRM-TS.xlsm  

• 36 - EN 15316-4-3_MFH-X_WRM-TS.xlsm  

• 37 - Multi_SOL-STO_MFH-X_WRM-TS2520.xlsm 40 - EN_15316-4-1_MFH-E-WRM-II-CNT-RAD.xlsm  

• 40 - EN_15316-4-1_MFH-E-WRM-II-CNT-RAD.xlsm  

• 50 - EN16798-13_A_MFH-E-_WRM.xlsm  

• 90 - EN_ISO_52000-1_MFH-E-WRM-II-CNT-K1.xlsm 

• 90 - EN_ISO_52000-1_MFH-N-WRM-II-CNT-K0-PV20.xlsm  

• 90 - EN_ISO_52000-1_MFH-N-WRM-II-CNT-K1-PV20.xlsm 

 

A.3.5 Typical list of files for the new building 

• 00 - ISO_52010-1_TMY_Oslo_8_planes.xlsx  

• 20 - ISO_52016-1_MFH_N-CLD-II-CNT_DESC-TOT.xlsx  

• 21 - ISO_52016-1_MFH_N-CLD-II-CNT-CALC-DTinc.xlsm  

• 21 - ISO_52016-1_MFH_N-CLD-II-CNT-CALC.xlsm  

• 25 - EN_16798-5-1_MFH_N-CLD-II-CNT.xlsm  

• 30 - EN_15316-1_MFH-N-CLD-II-CNT-WFL.xlsm  

• 35 - EN 15316_5_MFH-N_CLD.xlsm 

• 40 - EN_15316-4-2_MFH-N-CLD-II-CNT-FLR.xlsm  

• 50 - EN16798-13_W_MFH_N-CLD-II-CNT.xlsm  

• 90 - EN_ISO_52000-1_MFH-N-CLD-II-CNT-K1.xlsm 

• 90 - EN_ISO_52000-1_MFH-N-CLD-II-CNT-K0-PV20.xlsm  

• 90 - EN_ISO_52000-1_MFH-N-CLD-II-CNT-K1-PV20.xlsm 
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Link: EPB Center support documents 

 

https://epb.center/support/documents/?title=&group=5
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